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  public policy.        See also  politics of 
crime control;     “punitive turn” 

  affecting interactions 
through incentives and 
supports,     58–62  

  choices society makes,     203–204  
  construction of social 

groups,     56–58  
  mass incarceration as public 

policy,     14–15  
  state infl uence on composition of 

networks,     54–56  
  state infl uence on context of social 

interaction,     56   
  punitive prisons.        See also  security-

 level designation 
  characteristics of correctional 

offi cers,     19–20  
  characteristics of inmates,     19   
  criminogenic effects of 

incarceration,     8  ,   95  ,   97  , 
  99  ,   109  ,   113  

  effect on generalized trust,     7  ,   150  
  focus on order and control,     16  
  increased crimes caused by,     8  
  loneliness and,     8  
  particularized trust among 

inmates,     8  
  production of crime,     119–122  
  recidivism and,     8  ,   19  ,   116–119  
  signals to prisoners about their 

status,     61  
  social effects of,           7–11  , 

  119–122  ,   150  ,   173  
  social effects on correctional 

offi cers,     8  ,   9–10  
  “punitive turn.”        See also  politics of 

crime control 
  in California,     70  
  California Correctional Peace 

Offi cers’ Association and,     70  
  conceptualization of criminals as 

evildoers,     30–32  
  Democratic Party’s punitive 

policy,     26–27  

  effects on sentencing and 
incarceration,     27–28  

  modern American prisons and,   
  32–36  ,   173  

  Nixon’s “tough on crime” 
campaign,     26  

  “no frills” prison 
movement,     33–34  

  politics of punishment and,   
  6–7  ,   25–28  ,   29–31  ,   34  ,   70  , 
  179–181  

  Republicans as law and order 
party,         26  

  as shift in culture of 
corrections,     16   

  PUP.        See  Prison University Project    

  quality of confi nement measures,     38    

  race and crime control    
  implicit strategy of Republican 

Party,     26  
  incarceration rates and race,   

      3–4  ,   5  ,   169  
  indeterminate sentencing,     30   

  recidivism    
  background and scholarly studies,   

  95–97  ,   116–117  
  causality,     8  
  classifi cation scores and 

(California),     117–119  
  criminal cognitions as risk 

factor,     117  
  institutional environments 

and,     21  
  negative feedback loops in 

communities,     151–152  ,   162  
  predictive validity of COMPAS 

measures,     117  
  prison gangs and,     117  
  prison peer groups, effect of,     55  
  punitive prisons and,     8  , 

  19  ,   116–119  
  rates in California,         117–118  ,   119    
  rates in United States,     119–120  
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  security- level designation and,   
  95–97  ,   116–119   

  reform of criminal justice system.   
     See  prison reform  

  regression discontinuity 
design,     83–84  

  rehabilitation    
  California,     69  
  correctional offi cers’ attitudes,       9  , 

  124  ,   130–131  ,   141–144  
  decline of rehabilitative 

ideal,     28–29  
  decreased funding,     7  ,   34  ,   174  
  education programs in prisons, 

overview,     34–36  
  explanations of criminal 

behavior,     30–31  
  inmate stress and violence 

reduction through,         124  
  interconnectivity between 

rehabilitation programs and 
violence,     92–93  

  lower- security prisons and,     16  
  medical model,     28  ,   31  
  new penology and,     6  
  person- centered model,     21  
  prison reforms in 19th century,     28  
  ratio of service staff to inmates,   

  39–40  ,   43  
  signals to prisoners about their 

status,     61   
  release and parole    

  coercive mobility, effects on 
communities,     163–164  

  collective effi cacy, effect on,   
    160  ,   164–165  

  community attitudes survey 
in Los Angeles County,   
  153–154  ,   228–233  

  community cooperation 
and ex- prisoner 
concentration,     159–161  

  community organization and 
return of prisoners,     154–156  , 
  157–158  ,   159–161  ,   163–164  

  economic impact on 
communities,     161  

  effect on generalized trust in 
communities,     11  ,   151  , 
  156  ,   158–159  

  effect on social trust in communities,   
  11  ,   156  ,     159–161  

  ex-prisoner concentration, 
variation in,     4–5  ,   10  , 
  151–153  ,   156–157  

  health and mental health issues of 
parolees,     161  

  lasting effects of prison on 
behavior,     200  

  mediation model, ex- prisoner 
concentration and community 
empowerment,     159–161  

  negative feedback loops in 
communities,     151–152  ,   162  

  norms passed from parolees to 
communities,     162  

  parolee concentration, analysis by 
zip code,     11  ,   152–153  ,   157  

  parolee geographical 
concentration in 
California,     152  

  parolee geographical 
concentration in Los Angeles 
County,     152–153  

  parolee geographical 
concentration 
nationally,     156–157  

  parolees’ social ties in 
communities,     162  

  rates in California,         11  , 
  119  ,   152  ,   156  

  rates in other states,     156  
  Social Capital Benchmark Survey,   

  153–154  ,   228–233   
  social effects of ex-prisoners,   

  162–164  
  riots,         51  ,   92  ,   97    

  San Quentin State Prison, 
overview,     191  
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  SAT test scores,     81  
  Schwarzenegger, Arnold,     71  ,   185  
  security- level designation.   

     See also  classifi cation of 
inmates  ;   punitive prisons  ; 
  social effects of incarceration 

  attitudes toward inmates 
and corrections and,   
  129–133  ,   170  

  characteristics of inmates and,   
      19  ,   69  

  classifi cation scores and 
(California),      80–83  , 
  218  ,   222–224  

  criminal cognition, effects on,   
  109–111  ,   112–114     

  criminogenic effects of 
incarceration and,     95  ,   99  

  dangerousness of inmates, offi cer 
assessments of,     131  

  gang associations and,   
  107–108  ,   114–115  

  inmate–offi cer relationships 
and,     131–132  

  isolation, feelings of,     103–104  
  offi cers’ risks of violence and 

injury,     128–129  
  offi cers’ willingness to contact 

union about problems,     10  , 
  133–136  ,   144–145  

  prison culture variation across 
security levels,     75–78  ,   92  

  prison design variation and,   
  74–75  

  prison socialization, offi cer 
assessments of,     132  ,   144  

  prison’s detrimental effect 
on inmates, offi cers’ 
assessment,     132–133  

  psychological stress and security 
level,     138  

  recidivism and,     95–97  ,   116–119  
  rehabilitation, offi cers’ attitudes 

toward,     130–131  ,   141–144  
  variation across California 

facilities by security level,     76  

  variation in prison and,       16–17  
  violence, variation by security 

level (California),     77–78  
  work–family confl ict 

and,     138–140  
  sentencing    

  determinate sentencing in 
California,     70  

  effects of “punitive turn,”     27–28  
  indeterminate sentencing laws,   

  27  ,   28  ,   30  
  sentencing reforms,     174  
  “three strikes” policies,       27  
  truth- in- sentencing policies,   

  27–28  ,   33   
  social capital    

  bonding as exclusive social 
capital,     63  

  bridging as inclusive social 
capital,     63  

  contingent value of,     187–188  
  crime prevalence determinant in 

communities,     165  
  “dark side” of social capital,   

  13–14  ,   163  
  declines in,     187  
  defi nitions and overview,     187  
  pro- social purpose in social 

networks,     13  ,   187   
  Social Capital Benchmark Survey,   

  153–154  ,   228–233  
  social contract and criminal 

justice,     12  ,   15  
  social effects of incarceration.   

     See also  criminogenic 
effects of incarceration; 
    deterrence model of crime 
control;     incapacitating and 
warehousing role of prisons; 
    inmate “natural” experiment; 
    social isolation, feelings of 

  causal effects, overview,     20  , 
  78–80  

  coercive mobility,     163–164  
  detrimental effect on inmates, 

offi cers’ assessment,     132–133  
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  distrust of government,     172  
  how institutions make 

citizens,     21–23  
  inmate outcome measurement 

by COMPAS survey,     100  , 
  219–224    

  inmate–offi cer relationships, 
effects of,     57–61  

  lasting effects of prison on 
behavior,     200  

  mitigating prison effects,   
  173–179  

  overview and scholarly studies,   
  94–97  ,   123  ,   203  

  political consequences of having a 
criminal record,     172  

  prisons as social institutions,     173  
  prisons as socializing institutions,   

  48  ,   170–173  ,   193–194  
  psychological effects, 

overview,     15–16  
  punitive prisons, social effects of,   

        7–11  ,   119–122  ,   150  ,   173  
  recidivism,     116–119  
  relationships with family and 

friends outside prison,   
  106–107  ,   164  ,   170  

  social networks, effects of prisoner 
classifi cation on,     107–108  

  Stanford Prison Experiment,   
    1–3  ,   8  ,   20  

  suicide,     196  ,   199   
  social effects of prison work.   

     See also  apprentice offi cers 
“natural” experiment  ; 
  correctional offi cers 

  attitudes toward inmates 
and corrections,   
  129–133  ,   144  ,   170  

  dangerousness of inmates, offi cer 
assessments of,     131  

  direct occupational experience and 
offi cers’ attitudes,     125  

  divorce and,     126–127  
  identity formation and social role 

in prison,     58  

  informal socialization and offi cers’ 
attitudes,     125–129  

  inmate–offi cer relationships,     60  , 
  131–132  ,   199–200  

  isolation, feelings of,       197  
  offi cers’ role stress, role shift, and 

role ambiguity,     184–185  
  offi cers’ willingness to contact 

union about problems,       10  , 
  133–136  ,   144–145  

  overtime work,     186  
  overview,     55–56  ,   123–124  
  prison socialization, offi cer 

assessments of,     132  ,   144  
  prison’s detrimental effect 

on inmates, offi cers’ 
assessment,     132–133  

  psychological stress and family 
relationships,     145–146  ,   196    

  psychological stress and safety 
perceptions,     i  ,   136–137  , 
  147  ,   186  ,   197  

  psychological stress and security 
level,     138  

  psychological stress and work 
environment,     197–198  

  psychological stress, health 
effects,     147  

  punitive prisons, social effects 
of,     8  ,   9–10  

  rehabilitation, offi cers’ attitudes 
toward,         9  ,   124  ,   130–131  

  relationships with peers,         196  
  relationships with supervisors 

and management,   
    133–136  ,   144–145  

  social effects of punitive 
prisons,     8  ,   9–10  

  social relationships and collective 
norms in prisons,         86  

  staff retention and recruiting 
problems,         184  ,   186    

  suicide,     147  ,   196  ,   199  
  work–family confl ict,     10  , 

  126–127  ,   137–140  ,     145–146  
  workplace persona,     196   
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  social institutions, prisons as,     173  
  social isolation, feelings of.   

     See also  social effects of 
incarceration 

  correctional offi cers,     58  ,   61–62  
  punitive prisons,     8  
  social isolation, 

measurement,     101–103  
  Social Isolation Scale, 

criminal history and,   
  103–104  ,   224–225  

  Social Isolation Scale, 
items in,     102  

  Social Isolation Scale, robustness 
tests,     105–106  

  Social Isolation Scale, sense of 
belonging and,     104–105  

  Social Isolation Scale, social 
networks and,     104–105   

  social networks.   
     See also  prison gangs 

  collective effi cacy and,     159  
  community disorganization theory 

and,     163–165      
  community organization and 

return of prisoners,     154–156  , 
  157–158  ,   159–161  ,   163–164  

  correctional offi cers, social effects 
of environment,     55–56   

  criminogenic attitude adoption 
and,     8  ,   99  ,   112–113  

  effect on Social Isolation Scale 
(COMPAS),     104–105  

  effects of prisoner 
classifi cation,     107–108  

  family ties, diffi culty maintaining 
in prison,       106–107  ,   164  ,   170  

  government role in fostering social 
connections,     188  

  loneliness and,     8  
  measurement with COMPAS 

survey,     100  
  nonviolent fi rst- time prisoners, 

community ties,     54–55  
  parolees’ social ties in 

communities,     162  

  prison peer groups, effect on 
recidivism,     55  

  social capital and,     13  ,   187–188  
  state infl uence on composition of 

networks,     54–56  
  state infl uence on context of social 

interaction,     56  
  social trust, effect of ex- prisoners 

in communities,     11  , 
  156  ,     159–161  

  socializing institutions, prisons as,   
  48  ,   170–173  ,   193–194  

  spending for criminal justice.   
     See  cost of criminal 
justice  

  Stanford Prison Experiment,   
    1–3  ,   8  ,   20  

  state infl uence    
  composition of social 

networks,     54–56  
  context of social interaction,     56  
  role in fostering social 

connections,     188  
  social attitudes,         14  ,   54–56   

  Supreme Court and criminal justice,   
    26  ,   40  

  symbolic politics of crime control, 
overview,         26–32    

  Take Back Our Streets Act,     33  
  Texas    

  control model of prisons,   
  36–37  

  incarceration rates,     36  
  incarceration rates and geographic 

location,     5  
  justice reinvestment 

strategy,     180  
  tradition of being “Texas 

Tough,”     38–39   
  “three strikes” policies,       27  
  trust, generalized    

  effect of ex- prisoners in 
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  156  ,   158–159  
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  social ties and community 
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  undermining by welfare 
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  trust, particularized, in harsher 

prisons,     8  
  trust, social, effect of ex- prisoners 

in communities,     11  , 
  156  ,     159–161    

  variation in prison management    
  across states and regions,   
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offi cers,     19–20  
  classifi cation of inmates and,     16  , 

  19  ,   47  ,   69  
  education programs in 

prisons,     35–36  
  intra- state variation,     40–43  
  prison design,     17  
  quality of confi nement 

measures,     38  
  ratio of service staff to inmates,   

  39–40  ,   43  
  security- level designation and,   

      16–17  
  variation across California 

facilities by security level,     76   
  violence.        See also  culture of prisons 
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violence,     175  

  correctional offi cers’ risks of 
violence and injury,     10  , 
  18  ,   127–129    

  Current Violence Scale 
scores,     84  ,   224  

  increased crimes caused by 
punitive prisons,     8  

  institutional response to,     76  ,   78  , 
  92–93  ,   133  

  interconnectivity between 
rehabilitation programs and 
violence,     92–93  

  prison gangs and,         52–53  ,   92  
  rates of violence in prison,     98  
  rates of violent crimes,     24  
  reducing prison violence,     175  
  safety equipment and 

security-related training of 
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  street culture in urban 
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  variation by security level 
(California),     77–78   

  Violent Crime Control and Law 
Enforcement Act (1994),     34  

  vocational education programs in 
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  welfare policy,     18  ,   56  ,   172  
  West Virginia prison release 
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